Subjects of Senior Speeches

April 1849

Dick - Poetry of America
Tooles - Glances at America
Ino Johnston - Military Glory
Brevard - William Wallace
Corbett - The Prophet
Robinson - Harmony of Nature
Harmony of Nature: karmic facts
A Whitfield - Morality: law, order, devotion
Bryan - Influence of Common Offices of Nature
J. W. Nair - Responsibility of Amer. Statesmen
Both - Decline of the English Drama
Staigh - The West
Lowthor - American Policy
C. Mallette - Memory of the Past
George - Our Country
Hail - De Omnibus Rebus et Diversi
Him - Mexico

Washington Origin of Popular Liberty
Scales - Poetry of Middle Ages
Johnson - Astronomy
M. M. Nash - Biology of D. Chadmen
Dusenberg - Woman
Bonner - Maturity of National Fortune
Hall - Political and Institutional Power
J. Whitfield - Immortality of the Soul
M. Leach - Scotland
North - Escape of Revolutions no Argument
Jones - National Pride
De Remagen - The Future
Sawyers - Repealed Smith
Rosen - Within the Basin of Liberty
Thomas - Instability of Repub. Government
N. Whitfield - Morale
Cunningham - Morality and Its Hindrances
Seddell - Female Historians
Young - The South: her past position and duty
Pool